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A new challenge: Helping Sreyleak to learn in a visual world

Sreyleak delights in warm attention from her orpahanage "sister" Srun Sok Heng (left) and manipulates one of her special toys (right).
by Rick Recknagel
Over the past ten months The Perkins
School for the Blind in Watertown, MA has been
helping the Sharing Foundation care for Sreyleak
whose sight is severely impaired. Sreyleak came to
Roteang Orphanage as an infant in April 2014 and is
now two years old.
Shortly after she arrived at the
orphanage, Sreyleak, Founder Nancy Hendrie, and
our orphanage director Sina visited an
ophthalmologist in Phnom Penh. During that visit it
was determined that Sreyleak had only bright light
perception. Ultimately, research indicated that the
cause was congenital and her eyesight was not
expected to improve.
The great news, however, was that
Sreyleak was otherwise healthy, strong, and very
cute. She immediately received care from a
dedicated nanny, and several Sharing Foundation

volunteers began researching early childhood
intervention for the sight impaired, both in Cambodia
and the U.S.
Krousar Thmey, a school for the hearing
and sight impaired located in Phnom Penh, has a
fine reputation, but they do not offer services until
the children are about age 5. Not wanting to wait that
long, TSF turned to the Perkins School which has
trained local teachers in many Asian countries but
not
Cambodia.
After an initial telephone
consultation, resource materials for Sreyleak were
assembled and hand carried to Cambodia. This
package was comprised of resource books and
materials for those working with Sreyleak, as well as
specialized toys.
After her arrival, Sreyleak continued to
grow and thrive under TSF care. She began to walk,
as if on cue, at age one. The orphanage staff began
using the materials, and making observations about

her behavior. They noted that she could “see” the
walls of the building and was learning to navigate the
orphanage buildings.
Sreyleak would also
sometimes get upset at bedtime, when the lights
were turned out, further indication that she has some
usable vision. She has developed a friendship with
Jasmine who is the same age, and plays with
several of the older children.
In September of 2015 when Sreyleak was
about 18 months old, TSF President Ann Trudeau,
Board member and former teacher Linda Clark, InCountry Director Elephant, Elephant’s wife Sen
Rotana and I travelled to the Perkins School and met
with Debbie Gleason who oversees Perkins’ efforts
in the Asia/Pacific region. We discussed ways for
their teachers to work with Sreyleak, her nanny and
the teachers at Roteang. Debbie gave us a clinic on
working with sight-impaired toddlers. We learned
Continued on page 2

Reaching across the Mekong to Four Struggling Communities
By Deborah Nelson
Most supporters know about The Sharing
Foundation’s extensive work in the village of
Roteang but TSF has always worked in other
Cambodian communities as well. In recent years, the
TSF Board has focused heavily on four isolated,
rural communities to broaden its reach and touch
more lives, particularly the impoverished youth who
reside there.
Last month I had the wonderful opportunity to travel
with President Ann Trudeau, In-country Director
Elephant, and Facilities Manager Peng Ron to visit

those villages. After a short drive outside Phnom
Penh, we ferried across the Mekong River, along
with Elephant's car, to the villages of Prek Char,
Sambour, Lvea Sor and finally, Beng Krom.
Prek Char. Bouncing along the rutted dirt road from
the ferry, we headed to the school where a crowd of
singing children welcomed us, and then went to see
the bright, new library and well utilized bathrooms
that TSF recently built there. The buildings looked
great and were MUCH appreciated!
Continued on page 3

Notes from the President
I take opportunity for granted so it didn’t
occur to me until recently that our children at the
Roteang Orphanage might not know that they have
opportunities. A typical Cambodian orphanage is
finished with its charges at age 18. How could they do
otherwise on their tight budgets? However, The
Sharing Foundation Board of Directors, its founder,
and our extended family have never thought this
would be the case for our kids. But did our children
know this?
We thought we needed to tell them and
what a night it was! Here is the cast: myself, Vice
President Deb Nelson, In-Country Director Elephant,
Head of Orphanage Sina, Assistant Head of
Orphanage Chhou Sokhoeun, Facilities Manager
Peng Ron, and 21 children, 14 to 18 years old. The

By Ann Trudeau

setting is a local restaurant on the river with picnicstyle tables and family-style offerings.
Deb, Elephant and I planned the conversation. We
wanted the kids to begin thinking about their futures
and what steps they might take to accomplish their
goals. In the meantime, the children showed up,
many for their first restaurant experience. We went
through at least 75 cans of soda before I told the
waitress to just bring water.
As the eating wound down, it was time to
talk. Our carefully planned script was quickly thrown
to the wind as the kids began to stand up and tell us
what they wanted to be. Doctor, Engineer, Architect,
Dance Teacher, Policeman, Embroiderer, Dentist, and
the like. One boy stood up and with a broad smile
announced that he wanted to be a Cleaner.
Somewhat surprised, Elephant told us that this is the

young man who
likes to go around
the orphanage
telling people to
clean up!
So here’s the big
deal. Here’s what
The
Sharing
Foundation allowed us to say. “You can do any of
those things. If you try hard to make your dream
come true, The Sharing Foundation will be there to
help you.” We remain committed to support these
children whether they need a college education or
vocational school or job training.
And now they know that it is up to them.
Opportunity is there. They can have a dream.

An Interview with Mom Seaneth: Hard-working Head of Farm Programs
What is your greatest concern about the farm?
by Ann Trudeau
The lease is up in September. So right
Mom Seaneth, the Head of TSF Farm
now I worry about the farm land because if they would
Programs, has had an active role in the Sharing
not rent to us anymore, we don’t know how we are
Foundation since its founding. Mom now oversees
going to do all this. We worry about the children; have
seven to nine farmers who are employed to grow the
no school, have no class. And poor people, poor
families who work on the farm, they would have no job
crops, such as beans and kale, on the two acres
so that’s why right now we need a farm.
which TSF leases in Roteang village. His agricultural
And we need to own our farm land also. If
assistant, Khon, lends his knowledge about farming
we have our own land to farm, my plan is to have a
practices in the area and helps to coordinate workers
small computer class and we want to have an English
from the 35 participating families.
class. Nowadays, we have an English class but we
have only one teacher, only me and always I move
In addition to the farm, Mom supervises
from the first class to the second class. So if we have
two teachers at the two-room school located at the
Mom Seaneth shares his passion for the
all our own farm, I need a teacher to help me to teach
farm where over 120 children attend one of two
farm program at a local cafe.
English for our children. You know because the
sessions each day. As you will learn in the interview
below, Mom is extremely committed to the program, The Sharing Foundation is grateful to have such a children they really want to study English because
the children, and sharing his English skills with them. talented, hard-working leader in Cambodia.
Continued on page 3

A new challenge… continued
how to organize Sreyleak’s things so that she’d begin
to know where objects come from and are located,
and could create a mental map of her environment.
Debbie coached us on how to initiate and
improve communication to insure that Sreyleak
understood when she was being spoken to, and to
help her have her ways to respond and make
requests. We learned how to effectively lead Sreyleak
and at the same time help her build independence.
She also taught us how to help Sreyleak with preliterary skills, giving us two braille books donated by a
former Perkins student. Finally Debbie suggested that
we build two small wooden trays with sides so that
small objects could be manipulated. Elephant had
those made immediately upon his return so that
Sreyleak and our staff could begin using them for
storytelling and counting.
Last November, three Perkins teachers,
two from Vietnam and one from Thailand travelled to
Roteang to work with Sreyleak for three days. This
work included a functional vision assessment and
training for our staff members. Observations were
made about her cognitive ability, language,
communication and social development. They were

very pleased with Sreyleak’s progress and the
environment at the orphanage. While she has some
vision at very close distance, it is difficult to tell what
she understands from her observations, partly due to
her age. They were encouraged to learn that Sreyleak
was interested in pictures and turned books right side
up on her own!
In January, the Perkins team from Vietnam
and Thailand met with Debbie Gleason to discuss the
future. It was recommended that Perkins International
provide support to Sreyleak , her nanny and the staff
at Roteang on four-month intervals. Because she is
young and developing quickly, this will allow for
regular assessment and developmentally appropriate
recommendations. This support will take place at
Roteang Orphanage, at least for the next two years,
but will involve extra expense to fly in the instructor
from Bangkok. However, the Perkins team feels that
the Roteang environment is very good and hands-on
work with Sreyleak and the staff would be most
effective there. Within the next year a braille typewriter
will be provided for Sreyleak so she can become
familiar with the code at an early age. At some point
in the future, it might also be helpful to send one or
more of our staff members to Vietnam or Thailand for
training.

Caring for a sight-impaired child is a new
experience for The Sharing Foundation. At this point,
Sreyleak appears to be doing very well. Thanks to our
generous donors, in particular David Holdorf and
Kathy Dwyer, her home is secure and TSF is
dedicated to meeting her needs, both short and long
term. She receives warm support from the nannies
and other children, and medical attention if needed is
close at hand. We are very grateful to the Perkins
School for sharing their expertise, and look forward to
a continuing collaboration.
TSF Secretary and Board Member, Rick Recknagel is
coordinating the effort with the Perkins School.

College Sponsor Needed
TSF needs one college sponsor for a firstyear young woman, Run Sonata, who
attends the Institute of Foreign Language
in Phnom Penh. The cost is $1,000
annually. Sponsors can fund half or all of
the tuition. If interested, please contact
Lee Steppacher at
college@sharingfoundation.org

Reaching across… continued
We had to earn some trust in Prek Char
before we could begin providing immunizations for the
youth there. Although the government does offer some
immunizations, these remote villages do not hear
about them or have access. Polio vaccinators travel to
the village but The Sharing Foundation would like to
provide DPT and Hepatitis B vaccinations as well. This
will require three trips by a doctor and medical team. In
addition, we learned from the principal that there is
need for a new, higher water tower to prevent the
drinking water from being contaminated with waste
during the rainy season. These needs are significant
for the safety and well-being of the children there and
we would like to fund them. Also, later this year, we
would like to provide these children with school
uniforms. Donors willing to support the immunizations
($20,000), sanitary water tower ($1,200), or school
uniforms ($10 each) for this impoverished village are
welcomed.
Sambour. We were greeted just as enthusiastically at
the small village of Sambour. After the ceremony, we
toured the typical stucco school buildings and
observed the children totally engrossed in their
studies, hardly noticing that the roof over their heads
had a number of holes. It was dry that day, but we
know that the rainy season will not be kind to
classrooms with that level of disrepair. TSF would like
to expand its reach in Sambour by fixing at least the
one school roof most in need of repair, and by
providing all of the very poor, ill-clad children with
uniforms. The Foundation has only been involved with
Sambour for two years and has already completed
immunizations and some uniform distribution.

Lvea Sor. It was a pleasure to deliver 100 uniforms to
the cheering students in Lvea Sor! They stood at
attention in straight lines and displayed their custommade sign welcoming our delegation. Ann and I
thanked them for their effort and urged their continued
hard work in school. Fortunately, in Lvea Sor, we have
already been able to deliver both DPT and Hep B
vaccinations to the children. We then walked the
grounds and found the location of the playground soon
to be built thanks to the fundraising efforts of Emma
Savage. (See Doing Their Share, below) We can
already envision the activity, smiles and giggles!
Beng Krom. Our last stop was Beng Krom, where
TSF has delivered DPT and Hep B vaccinations;
constructed a playground; renovated the school
buildings; provided toilets and water tanks; recently

Excited and curious but also shy, students
greet us in Beng Krom.

During our visit, I spent a lovely few
minutes interviewing one of our English teachers there,
An Set Lis stated, "I try to explain to students you
need to come to study English. You are very lucky
because of the foundation it gives. When you grow up,
you need to know English so you can get a good job.
Look at me. Look at my husband. I didn't have a field.
I didn't have a business. But because of English, it
opened up many opportunities for me." I asked her
how many students' lives she touches. "It's my turn in
morning and I teach 70 students, with about 20, 20, 20
and 10 in each part that I teach." Together with her
husband and the other two teachers, collectively they
reach about 480 youngsters who are eagerly learning
English.
Current needs for this village include a wish
for electricity to provide lighting so English and other
lessons can occur during the late afternoon and
evening. Even by 4 p.m., when we were there, the
school buildings were quite dim inside. The projected
cost is $500 which covers connecting to the power
source and adding outlets and wall switches.
In all, we spent an exceptional and heartwarming afternoon driving to each of the four
communities. We could see the fruits of the labor TSF
has already done, and the promise of the work we can
still contribute! We boarded the ferry in Beng Krom
and rode back across the Mekong with the beautiful
late afternoon sun illuminating life in Cambodia and all
its potential. From this trip, many goals for 2016 have
emerged!

added an English Program; and delivered hundreds of
school uniforms over many years. Again we received a
Deborah Nelson is Vice President of The
warm greeting from students, teachers and their Sharing Foundation Board. If you would like to support
principal. They have so appreciated and benefitted any of these projects, contact TSF at
from the Foundation’s support!
info@sharingfoundation.org.

school sponsorship]. So that’s why they want to study project because we can help the children going to the
[here] first. But now I’m worried about the land, the school. If the parents have no money to support them,
farm.
they have no job, the children cannot go to school.
And the parents just keep them to work at home and
Why can’t TSF just rent land somewhere else?
sometimes send them to fish in the lake and that is
It’s very difficult. I try to find around here but nobody not good for them.
want to rent it. On the other hand, some land is not so
good location. It’s far from the village; not good for
The two-room school provides classes for
children to go to school. And some farm land is very youth in the village who would otherwise be unable to
low down to the lake.
receive an education. The Sharing Foundation has
been committed to the project for many years and is
working to find land to maintain and grow the
An Interview with Mom... continued
Why do you think the farm program is associated programs.
when the children want to study English at the important?
Roteang School they need to pass an exam [for high I think I would like the friends to support the farm

Doing Their Share
We would like to extend our thanks to the students at St. Paul Lutheran School in Florida. Students from St. Paul’s have been supporting TSF with a mission
project every year for the past 14 years! Two years ago they raised money for bathrooms at the Roteang village school, and this past summer they provided fellow
students, half a world away, the gift of traveling to Siem Reap to learn more about their cultural history. We greatly appreciate the students for their generosity of spirit
and of action. For more information about the trip to Angkor Wat for our older orphanage children, see our Holidays 2015 newsletter
at sharingfoundation.org.
Emma Catherine Neang Savage, adopted from Roteang Orphanage in 2002, now of Portsmouth, NH, visited Cambodia in 2013.
While there, she went to the village of Lvea Sor and visited with the children. Back home, after dinner one evening, she said she
wanted to raise funds for a playground there. Emma then reached out to her friends and family for donations for her birthday project.
Over five months, she collected nearly $1,500, and the playground was built last month. (see playground photo on page 1.) Founder
Nancy Hendrie said that life is about completing circles. TSF thanks Emma for completing a circle that was so meaningful for her and
will be so wonderful for the children in Lvea Sor for years to come.
Thanks to Bob Luoma who for many years has shared his technical expertise to produce the TSF newsletter and maintain its website. His good eye, great patience
and generous contributions will be sorely missed. We also appreciate former board member Jim Ganley's willingness to step in for this issue.
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Our Mission
The Sharing Foundation’s mission is to help meet the
physical, emotional, educational and medical needs
of orphaned and seriously disadvantaged children in
Cambodia. Our goal is to help prevent some of the
problems associated with poverty by developing, in
consultation with Cambodian community leaders,
programs to improve the health and welfare of these
children and their families.
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Board of Directors

TSF BY THE NUMBERS:
5
Villages in our Immunization Programs
30
Students attending University
42
Sponsored High School Students
50
Children in our Computer School
60
University Graduates
72
Children under our Care in Roteang Orphanage
120
Children in the Farm School
905
High School Students attending our English Program
Over 12,000 Uniforms delivered to Children in Need
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